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About This Content

This expansion for Democracy 3 adds new dilemmas and policies which allow you to exert subtle change upon your country.
Income taxes and Economic policy are big blunt instruments, but with social engineering you get to influence the population in

far subtler ways. From TV ad campaigns to promote healthy eating to free parenting classes, city farms and a smart-meter
program, these policies use the more subtle 'nudge' techniques to encourage behavioral change amongst your population. A total

of 26 completely new policies and 8 new dilemmas are available, regardless what country you are playing.

New Dilemmas:

Airport transport links

Banknote face

Prevent Doctors being bribed

Arrest/Employ Hackers

Attend Labor Day
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Raunchy Popstar

Powerline construction

Allow singles to adopt

New Policies:

Healthy Eating Campaign

Cycling Campaign

Car-Pooling campaign

Keep The Country Tidy campaign

Tourism ad campaign

Alcohol awareness campaign

Business Startup campaign

Youth politics council

National armed forces week

Free Parenting classes

National business council

Social Justice foundation

Smart Meter program

Needle Exchange program

Stamp out racism week

Compulsory food labeling

Trade council

Compulsory foreign language classes

Labor day bank holiday

City farms

Eco-home regulations.

Young entrepreneur scheme
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Diplomatic service

Witness protection program

Compulsory school sports

Bicycle subsidies
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Title: Democracy 3: Social Engineering
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Positech Games
Publisher:
Positech Games
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 gig

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Good Graphics! Very fun to Play.
A bit of a learning curve.
I recomend it just for the Eye Candy, if nothing else.. I really enjoyed this puzzle game. It takes the "start on one block and run
along all other blocks without reusing a block or getting trapped" and it adds a couple things. You're an adventurer collecting
coins. And since you can't pass a level without standing on every block (including the coin ones) you'll never lose out on your
growing fortune. On the flip side, I have no idea what those coins are for but.... they sure are fun to collect! Also, on each level,
is a brown box which is your exit. So try to angle towards that last. If you run onto the brown block without stepping on all the
others, there's a weird explosion noise and you begin at the start of the level.

There are 60 levels and most you'll probably whiz by. But I found quite a few a little challenging and I found all of them fun.
This game won't win any graphic awards but the music was nice and catchy. If you enjoy puzzles and particularly if you enjoy
100%ing a steam game, I recommend this. I'm actually a bit sad illie isn't longer. If they add content or come out with illie 2,
I'm all over that!. [ The Blue Flamingo ]

Love the art style, but that is all.
The gameplay is boring and limited.
IF you must, buy it while it is on sale.
. Um... It is okay. Nothing to write home about. You plant crops, feed animals, and play mini hidden items games. 6\/10 and I
am being nice.. Thin story, difficult, boring.. So, originally when I purchased this product, it was fun and lively. There were
plenty of jokes, and in general it was pretty interesting and involved. I disappeared from the game for a year and recently started
it up again. I was super excited to play the game and relearn the mechanics, I even bought the game for two friends so they
could play as well. The game is pretty fun besides glitches and some minor issues, the problem lies with the community. I am
about to delete the game permanently from my computer.

When I first hopped on, I noticed dwindling numbers. I continued to play and invited my friends to join with their copy. I
started a few games with my friends and immediately noticed how toxic the community has become. If you ever want to start
out in this game, you will be immediately flamed and reported from salty players. I can't recommend this game anymore, my
friends refuse to play it with how bad the community is. It's become so bad and hateful that it seems tedious to even get on.
Unfortunately, this is my first negative review, I can't recommend this to anyone with the way the community acts.. Shooting
mummies over moving walkways, running from Frankenstein\u2019s monster hit the switch hit the switch Hit the God damn
switch. Climb this ladder down this pole up this ladder down this pole. This is by far the best game in existence and everything
else fails in comparison to its majesty.

1203 out of 10. First of all, there are a lot of people who make this look worse than it is, so please let me explain this!

Pros:
+ this DLC comes with about 10 new ships
+ you can download really huge amount of ships from Workshop and almost all of them are usable and they also come
with missions if those missions from native ships are not enough for you
+ you can make your own ship with certain restrictions

Cons:
- you're kinda forced into doing those missions even though you'd prefer to go straight into the game and just play with
any ship you choose
- some missions are really stupid or boring

Either pro or con, it depends on your point of view:
~ Shadow Operation missions.. You basically have to complete certain missions in order to unlock ships.. Someone likes
this, someone hates this, it really depends.. (missions example: Kill 10 Twin Bosses; Kill 300 Scouts; etc.)

TL;DR: 7\/10 - Awesome DLC if you want to play with different ships and if you have a bit of spare time to do
missions.. pretty nice units, certainly for the money
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Really excellent puzzler for $4.
Juggling the timing on the robot programs is a pleasant challenge.
Only complaint is that there's no way to speed up the bots, and there's no way to test multiple bots.. I really really like this game.
Out of all the games that I have, I have to say THIS game is the only one I've gotten so far in. It's addictive, and the art is cute so
I love it. It's challanging, the only thing i wish is that it was longer. It's kinda short in my opinion. Like I beat the game...I
think...so now it's got me in like some kind of lightening round where you gotta "test your might" and see if you could beat
records. If i don't have a goal to reach I don't see the point of that part, but honestly it's super fun and you should give it a try.
And despite the name, it is very cat friendly lol.. Very well made and a ton of fun. Good graphics, good gameplay, high
production value.. the game is quite simple. you just need to survive. although its a bit hard since there's no minimaps, no clear
directions and hard to find save point or workbench. but overall its good.

Few things that might improve this game
- Minimaps in the area so we know where to go without getting lost lots of times and back to starting point
- more save points & workbench
- Respawn basic resources like crafting materials or consumables
- Hunger \/ Thirst indication limit
- More place to sleep. this is important I think since I didnt find anywhere else to sleep besides the girl's house in the farm and
thats just once cant sleep more.
- Shared EXP
- Environment Interaction like in river or pond we can collect water, in woodcutter camp we can gather woods, etc
- Keyboard Control Change especially for the hotkeys
- Party auto help attack so the leader didnt fight by him\/herself most of the times

I still didnt finish it since i dont know where to go and all my party member health are low so cant do much but its not bad. just
need more improvement. Kinda fun and addictive, is kinda ruined by the fact it hasn't been patched in months, half the
achievements are bugged and half the characters are locked for now. Doesn't look like any of the content missing is going to be
patched in any time soon.. Mobile Game, smart isomitric puzzles.

70% Rank.
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